prediction tools for pre-screening of chemicals and priority setting for safety 56 assessments are of high value (Polesel et al., 2015 
where R is index for roots, Q is the transpiration (L d with time, neglecting uptake of chemical from air, is 157 + translocation from roots -loss to air -dilution by growth -degradation 158
where L is index for leaves, A is area (m The concentrations in soil, roots and shoots are calculated from a system of 164 coupled ordinary differential equations that form a triangular matrix and are solved 165
analytically. 166
The concentration in soil is considered time-dependent, with 167
The loss rate from soil k 1 (matrix element 1) was calculated from the measured 169 initial and final concentrations at time t, C S (t), assuming first-order loss due to 170 degradation, plant uptake and volatilization: 171
The transfer rate from soil to roots is 173
The rate k 2 is the sum of all loss terms (to shoots, dilution, degradation) from roots 175
k R is the 1st order degradation rate that is to be fitted. 178
) is the sum of all loss terms (to air, dilution, degradation) from 179
k L is the 1 st order degradation rate that is to be fitted. 182
The transfer rate from roots to leaves is 183
The analytical solution for the concentration in roots (matrix element 2) is 185
and for leaves (matrix element 3) is 187 leaf concentration factor (LCF) which are defined as 207
Here, t 1 and t 2 stand for the time when the concentrations were measured. While t 2 210 (the time when the concentration in root and leaf is determined) typically refers to 211 the time of harvest, there is no standard for t 1 , and initial, nominal or final (at 212 harvest) concentrations have been used for the calculation of RCF and LCF. 213
Model input data 214
Where available, input data for the plant properties were taken from the 215 experiment. As shown recently, plant properties can significantly affect the 216 outcome of the model simulations (Trapp, 2015) . The experiment was carried out 217 in a greenhouse in Spain, but in the winter period. Growth was moderate (growth 218 rate 0.05 d -1 ), and the ratio of transpiration to plant mass was relatively low (Table  219 2). 220 
Results 226
Dry weight and water content of substrate, root and leaf for the different 227 experimental units can be found in Table S1 . Final concentrations in the three 228 compartments can be found in Tables S2, S3 
Modeling 253
The data obtained in the experiments (Table 2) , such as dry weights at harvest and 254 transpiration, were used to simulate plant uptake with the standard plant uptake 255 model with degradation as described above (Eqs. 1-9). The loss rates from soil ( ). Dissipation from roots also affects 275 leaves, but nonetheless a rapid dissipation rate of CAF from leaves was required to 276 meet the measured data. The adjusted parameters for the Michaelis-Menten 277 kinetics in roots and leaves can be found in Table 3c . 
DISCUSSION 298

Bioconcentration factors 299
Bioconcentration factors (BCF) are defined as concentration ratio between 300 organism and surrounding medium. However, the calculations can be done in 301 various ways. Some authors calculate BCFs from the concentration in the irrigation 302 water, others from the concentration in soil and some from the concentration in the 303 soil solution. Moreover, in some studies the nominal concentration is used while 304 others use the final concentration in soil at harvest to calculate the BCFs. In this 305 study, BCFs were derived as slope of the regression line so measurements at all 306 concentrations contributed simultaneously, without contribution of background (Y-307 intercept), and with both initial (nominal) and final concentration ( Figures SI1, SI2) . 308
For CBZ there were no big differences in the BCF when it was calculated with 309 initial or final substrate concentration (Figure 1 ). On the other hand, for IBU the 310 difference was almost 5 times (2.0 to 9.4 g g -1 dw). Thus, it is important to consider 311 that dissipation from soil or substrate will affect the BCF. 312
For most of the studied EOCs, experimental BCFs can be found in the literature 313 (Table 4) . The reported values show large variance and are generally far higher in 314 hydroponics. In comparison to BCFs derived from experiments with soil, our values 315 are at the higher end, probably due to the lower adsorption capacity of perlite and 316 sand, compared to soil organic matter. 317
The half-lives (DT50) in the perlite and sand mixture are slower than those derived 318 in soil. The perlite and sand mixture was chosen as a substrate because in 319 laboratory studies we observed that there were lower interactions than when using 
